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1 - the start

the crew have moved into a mansion and have been ther for a moth noe sapphire has some news for
the crew
 
 
sapphire:guess what everyone
 
the crew:yeah(who are sitting at the table eating breakfast)
 
sapphire:im pregnant with fireheads child
 
jordan:woah(falls back on chair)
 
firehead:....(firehead screams like a little girl and faints jordan and shade take him upstairs)
 
rosy:and at that age
 
sapphire:yeah
 
moonlight:well what a shocker
 
torpedo:you said it(jordan and shade return)
 
sapphire:is he ok
 
jordan:yeah he will be fine just a shock hehehehe
 
well next chapter comin soon YES THEY ARE ALL STUPID ARENT THEY JOKING



2 - the new housemate

after finding out that sapphire was pregnant the crew are happy for her but what was about to happen
 
jordan:well congrats sapphire
 
sapphire:thank you were is firehead
 
torpedo:he is still recovering from the shock
 
sapphire:oh hehehehe
 
(then the doorbell rings)
 
jordan:i'll get it (jordan opens the door) hello
 
kira:hi im kira do you know any were i can stay as in a home ive been looking for weeks but no one will
let me
 
jordan:sure you can live with us
 
kira:oh thank you so much(hugs jordan)
 
jordan:AAAAHH YOUR HUG IT BURNS!!
 
kira:so anyone else live here
 
jordan:yea thats moonlight,rosy,sapphire shes pregnant thats shade and topedo and firehead sapphires
bf is upstairs
 
the crew:hiya
 
kira:hi im kira
 
and so with a new friend the crew can relax for a another day next chapter coming soon



3 - virus the hedgehog

the crew have allowed kira to live with them she has been with them for a week and firehead has
recently recovered from the shock
 
kira:its so cool here
 
jordan:you think so(the doorbell rings)
 
jordan:i will get it(opens the door and no one is ther)
 
jordan:theres no one here(jordan then spots a green hedgehog stading in tree)
 
virus:hello im virus are you jordan
 
jordan:yes i am
 
virus:i here yoy have a neat team with you and would like to join it
 
jordan:well you can join and stay here with us
 
virus:thank you(jumps down and walks in mansoin with jordan)
 
jordan:guys this is virus a new member of our team
 
the crew:hi
 
virus:hello
 
jordan:thats rosy,moonlight,sapphire shes pragnant,torpedo,shade and firehead
 
virus:nice to meet you
 
and so with virus now in the team the crew can now relax



4 - the bro

the crew were relaxing in their house when a bang was heard down town
 
jordan:whats happening its ephilvos
 
torpedo:hey look there
 
(a yellow and green hedgehog is seen fighting ephilvos)
 
jordan:BENJAMIN!!!
 
benjamin:jordan what are you doing here
 
rosy:how do you know him
 
jordan:he is my brother(the crew gasps)
 
firehead:lets get him(jordan,virus and firehead charge at ephilvos)
 
firehead:(goes to punch ephilvos but is hit down)
 
virus:my turn( almost hits ephilvos and gets struck by dark magic)
 
jordan: i'll get you
 
ephilvos:no you wont (makes a dark energy spear and throws at jordan and it slices him)
 
rosy:aaaaaahhhh no jordan are you ok
 
jordan:yea..urh
 
firehead:lets take him back home and benjamin you should come too
 
benjamin:ok
 
the crew go home and lay jordan on the sofa and benjamin has a lot of explaining to do



5 - jordan and virus vs ephilvos

the crew have now been relaxing for another month jordan recovered they are now at the beach but
what will happen
 
virus:it sure is nice to relax(just as he finished ephilvos appears and introduces a new enemy)
 
ephilvos:good to see you all again this engar an alien from another universe
 
jordan:so we can take him
 
torpedo:yea
 
ephilvos:really(he throws an dark energy net at the crew and captures all of them except jordan and
virus who dodged it)
 
virus:lets go jordan
 
jordan:right behind you
 
(virus teleports behind engar and use his chaos powers send him flying)
 
jordan:my turn(using his pyrokenetick powers he sends engar flying away)
 
jordan:virus lets get him(virus and jordan combine there powers and send ephilvos zooming into the air)
 
virus:lets free them(virus and jordan free the crew)
 
kira:yay were free(kira and moonlight go to hug jordan and virus)
 
jordan and virus:oh no(they run off into the distance as fast as they can)
 
rosy:huh boys
 
the crew return home and jordan and virus are just returning home after running
1000000000000000000000000 miles



6 - new friend

one day while the crew were shopping ephilvos and some aliens and robots attacked
 
jordan:let the party begin
 
virus:ok lets go(virus jumped up and shot a chaos blast the beat some of the enemys)
 
???:let me help(a red hedgehog ran up and punched one alien ad it fell down)
 
kira:wow thats strong who are you
 
???:my name is adam i was here on vacation you need a hand?
 
jordan:sure you can join us if you want
 
adam:ok rock on(the crew attacked then benjamin ran up and he and jordan were surrounded and the
crew trap in an anti power net
 
ephilvos:(jordan and benjamin were on the floor)get up(the bro's got up but benjamin had gripped a
metal bar and had picked it up)
 
alien:huh he's got bar take him down(they shot benjamin until he was dead)
 
jordan:nooooooooooooooooooo its so disgarceful  YOU KILLED A MA BROTHER YOU SONS OF A
dogS(he took out a machine gun from a random place and shot every last warrior dead then used the
spirit of hearts to revive benjamin)
 
adam:(jordan had freed them kira was holding him close to her) dude you two an item or something
 
kira:where more than that we have a kid
 
adam:YOU LUCKY BASTARD JORDAN
 
the crew laughed went home and setteled down for the night
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